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Way of Infinite Harmony
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Way of Infinite Harmony is a Taoist sect that worships Princess Magu, Goddess of Hemp (Immortal Xu

Miao). The most famous story featuring Ma Gu is the Ma Gu Xian Shou (a story that appears in the classic

Chinese novel Journey to the West). This story tells of a great feast where Ma Gu gives the Queen Mother of the

West (a very important Deity) a special wine made of cannabis (other sects claim this wine to be made from

mushrooms). During the Cultural Revolution Ma Gu devotees were persecuted and the sect went into decline.

However since the religious reforms in China the sect is once again growing, and now has followers from all

over the globe.

External links

Way of Infinite Harmony website (http://www.wayofinfiniteharmony.org)
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Qingniao
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Qingniao (traditional Chinese: 青鳥; simplified Chinese: 靑鸟; pinyin: qīngniǎo; literally: "Blue (or

Green) Bird (or birds)") were Blue or Green Birds which appear in Chinese mythology, popular stories, poetry,

and religion (the Chinese is somewhat ambiguous in regard to English color vocabulary, and the word qing may

and has been translated as "blue" or "green", or even "black"). Qiangniao are especially regarded as the

messengers or as otherwise serving the Queen Mother of the West Xi Wangmu. In some sources, three-legged

Qingniao carry her messages; in other sources, a single one-legged Qingniao fetched her food.[1] In some

versions, three, sometimes three-legged, green birds brought her food: these seem to have some similarity with

the Three-footed birds believed to reside in the sun.[2] (Sometimes these birds are called "crows".) The

Qingniao are an important motif and frequently depicted in myths regarding Xi Wangmu and her Western

Paradise, which is generally located on the mythical Kunlun Mountain.

See also

Chinese mythology

Shangyang (rainbird), a mythical one-legged bird

Three-legged crow

Notes

^ Yang, 2191. 

^ Christie, 782. 
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